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FOUNDATIOI{ COURSE IN ENGLTSH-r (FEG-Or)

Dear Student,

You are required to do one assignment for the
Tutor Marked Assignment (TMA) and carries
course.

Programme: BDP/20 13 -14
Course Code: FEG-O1

Foundation Course in English-01. It is a
100 marks. It covers four blocks ol the

Aims: The TMA is primarily concerned with assessing your prohciency in English. You
should not reproduce chunks of information from the passage(s) but effectively use the
skills of reading and writing that you may have acquired during the course of study to
compose your answers. These assignments aim to teach as well as to assess vour
performance.

Guidelines: You will be required to answer the questions on reading comprehension,
vocabulary, grammar and composition. For the question on transcribing phonetically,
you may consult an appropriate dictionary.

As in day-to-day life, planning is important in attempting the assignment as well. Read
the assignment carefully; go through the units on which the questions are based; jot down
some points regarding each question and then re-arrange them in a logical order. In the
essay-type answer, pay attention to your introduction and conclusion. The introduction
must tell you how to interpret the given topic and how you propose to develop it. The
conclusion must summarize your views on the topic.

Make sure that your answer:
a) is logical
b) is written in simple and correct English
c) does not exceed the number of words indicated in your questions
d) is written neatly and clearly.

Please remember that it is compulsory to submit your assignment before you can
take the Term End Examination. Also remember to keep a copy of your assignment
with you and to take a receipt from your Study Centre when you submit the
assignment.

Last Date for Submission of Assignment:

For June Examination
For December Examination

Good Luck!

31'r March
30th September

Note: Remember the submission of assignment is a precondition for appearing in the examination. If
you do not submit the assignment on time, you will not be allowed to appear in the examination.



Foundation Course in English - 1 (FEG-01)
Assignment

Course Code: FEG-01
Assignment Code: FEG- 1 /TM N2013 -1 4

Max. Marks: 100

Answer all the questions

1 Read the passage and answer the questions that follow:

From the island of Rameswaram, what a great journey it's been! Looking back it all
seems quite incredible. What was it that made it possible? Hard work? Ambition?
Many things come to my mind. I feel the most important thing was that I always
assessed my worth by the value of my contribution. The fundamental thing is that
you must know that you deserve the good things of life, the benefits that God
bestows. Unless our students and young believe that they are wofthy of being
citizens of a developed India, how will they ever be responsible and enlightened
citizens?

There is nothing mysterious about the abundance in developed nations. The historic
fact is that the people of these nations - the G8 as they are called - believed over
many generations that they must live a good life in a strong and prosperous nation.
The reality became aligned with their aspirations.

I do not think the abundance and spirituality are mutually exclusive or that it is
wrong to desire material things. For instance, while I personally cherish a life with
minimum of possessions, I admire abundance, for it brings along with it security
and confidence, and these eventually help preserve our freedom. Nature too does

not do anl.thing by half measures, you will see if you look around you. Go to a
garden. In season, there is a profusion of flowers. Or look up. The universe
stretches into infinitude, vast beyond belief.

All that we see in the world is an embodiment of energy. We are a part of the
cosmic energy too. Therefore, when we begin to appreciate that spirit and matter
are both part of existence, are in harmony with each other, we shall realize that it is
wrong to feel that it is somehow shameful or non-spiritual to desire material things.
Yet, this is what we are often led to believe. Certainly there is nothing wrong with
an attitude of making do with the minimum, in leading a life of asceticism.
Mahatma Gandhi led such a life; but in his case as in yours it has to be a matter of
choice. You follow such a lifestyle because it answers a need that arises from deep
within you. However, making a virtue of sacrifice and what is forced upon you - to
celebrate suffering - is a different thing altogether. This was the basis of my
decision to contact our young. To know their dreams and tell them that it is
perfectly all right to dream of a good life, an abundant life, a life full of pleasures
and comforts, and work for that golden era. Whatever you do must come from the
heart, express your spirit, and thereby you will also spread love and joy around you.

(by Prof. A.P.J.Abdul Kalam)



1a

1b

1c

1d

1e

1f

Why does Prof. Kalam think his joumey has been incredible?

What according to Prof. Kalam made this incredible joumey possible? (2)

"There is nothing mysterious about the abundance in developed nation". Discuss

this line in the context of the views of Prof. Kalam in this passage.

What is the messagethal Prof. Kalam's gives to the youth?

Give a title to the passage.

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Prof. Kalam says 'To know their dreams and tell them that it is perfectly all right to

dream of a good life, an abundant life, a life full of pleasures and comforts, and

work for that golden era'. What are your dreams and how do you think you will
achieve them? (s)

1f Pick out the words from the text which mean the same as the following: (10)

hard to believe essential gives, confers
olentv successful. flourishine associated

abundance havins no limit simplicitv
the vast enersv of the universe

lg Pick out the words from the text which mean the opposite of the following: (5)

scarcity DfOSDETOUS weak
mlnlmum old

Read the following and write the letter (A, B, C, D) of the word which best fits each

space. (10)

Dear Anna,

Last week a typhoon struck Hong Kong. When we first heard that it was coming
towards us, the (i) . . .... was very hot and (ii) ....... The sky was (iii)

....... and it was very (iv) I didn't believe the weather (v)

.......on the radio. I thought they had made a mistake. Later that day
however, clouds appeared and it quickly (vi) .. .... cooler. Then the (vii)

....... became stronger throughout the night and several trees were (viii)

....... down. That night was the worst night of my life.

When morning came, it was suddenly very (ix) We were at the centre
of the typhoon! An hour or two later the wind starled again, but it was not quite as

(x) ... .... as before. Nevertheless, there was a lot of damage and a number of
people were killed.

I shall write again to you when we have fully recovered from this tenible typhoon.

Love
Della

iA.
ii A.
iii A.

temperature B. weather C. sky
dry B. dried C. drying
straight B. empty C. deep

D. climate
D. dryly
D. clear



Complete the following dialogue. One of you acts as Travel
the Client. The Client wants to book his train from Delhi
These are his requirements.

A. sun
A. arlicle
A. became
A. rain
A. knocked
A. easy
A. big

B. sunny
B. forecast
B. seemed
B. coolness
B. pushed
B. weak
B. strong

C. sunlight
C. announcement
C. felt
C. wind
C. tumed
C. calm
C. high

D. sunshine
D. story.
D. blew
D. temperature
D. blown
D. gentle
D. steep

Agent and the other as

to Kolkata and back.
(10)

Departure date - December 23 (from Delhi to Kolkata)
Return date - December 31 (from Kolkata to Delhi)
Preferred train * Rajdhani Express
No. of - 5 adults, one child

Travel agent may I help you ?
Good afternoon ...................... ?

Certainly sir. May I know your destination please?

From Delhi to Kolkata and back.

I'd leave Delhi on Dec. 23 and return on Dec. 31.

There'll be six of us - 5 adults and one child.

Seven vears.

Second A/C sleeper.

Rajdhani Express.
May I have the details of the passengers, please.

Certainly. Here it is.
......... I'11just check about the availability.

Thank you............
I'11 let you know in an hour.

Do as directed.

i Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.

Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client
Travel agent
Client

(10)

After I ...... . ... the letter, I realized it was unstamped.
(was mailing, had mailed, had been mailing, mailed)

I ... .. ...... come to Delhi in February, but I am not very cerlain about it.
(must, will, can, may)



1

ii
iii
iv
V

vi
vii
viii
ix
X

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles and prepositions to complete the

following text:

iii Rewrite the followingin Indirect Speech:

"Keep quite, boys. Do not make a noise," said the teacher.

I said to the teacher, "Please explain this question to me".

iv Telephone wires have been cut. (Change into active voice)

v Shall I ever forget those happy days? (rewrite as declarative sentence)

Combine the following pairs of sentences into a complex sentence by changing the

sentences in bold into adiective, adverb and noun clauses. (10)

Ramesh stood hrst in the examination. He is my neighbor.
We visited Porbandar. Gandhiji was born there.
The man is a painter. You met him yesterday.
The match could not be played. It rained heavily.
The belt rang. The children rushed out of the classes.

We were caught in the rain. We were going to school.
You are not careful. You will cut your finger.
He knew this. He had made a mistake.
He would be absent. He said this.
He is honest. This is known to everybody.

Write an essay in about 2.50 words on any one of the following topics:

The lion safari .... Nandan Kanan is ....
. the country and covers an area '. nearly

in the following words:

political
photographer

ability
appearance

application

largest one

20 hectares.

(20)

(10)

(10)

To what extent does technology unite or separate people
The uses and abuses ofcell phones

Advertisements that have impelled me to buy things
Your idea of a winning life

Your younger sister has a habit of not switching off the lights and fans when she

leaves a room. You are very concerned about the environment and want to convince
her to change her habit. Write a dialogue where you share your views on conserving
electricity. Give her some information about how much her efforl would help. Take

about ten turns.

Mark the stress

politics
photograph

able

appear

apply


